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FORWARD

BY BRENDA CLENIUK, DIRECTOR/CURATOR
NEUTRAL GROUND CONTEMPORARY ART FORUM & SOIL

I am very pleased to have the
opportunity to contribute a forward to
this significant body of work by David
LaRiviere, a Saskatchewan-based artist
and Artistic Director at Paved Arts. The
goals of our new media presentation
program are designed to engage
audiences with new cinematic and
media arts experiences. To that end,
“The Art Gallery” is both mawkishly
subversive and intensely precarious as
it establishes a relationship between
the viewer and a more routine
transmission of information passed by
communication technologies and mass
media. Its ambition is to assess the
power or agency of the art institution
to re-frame and promote awareness
around issues of consumption,
repetition, self-gratification and mind
control.

David LaRiviere for successfully
creating this ambitious body of work
and his dedication to seeing this
project through; Jaye Kovach and
Jason Thiry for their support on the
installation; Lindsey Rewuski for the
design of the catalogue, and, Ian
Campbell for technical assistance and
his insightful analysis of David’s work
making possible its inclusion in the
history of media arts projects created
in Saskatchewan.
I would also like to acknowledge
our funders who provide ongoing
operational and programming support
for the gallery and media centre
including the Canada Council for the
Arts, the Saskatchewan Arts Board, the
City of Regina and Sask Lotteries Trust.

On behalf of SOIL, I would like to
thank the Board of Directors of Neutral
Ground for their commitment to our
activities and to recognize all of the
people who contributed to this project:
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STRATEGIC POP
CULTURE PULLS
THE WOOL OFF
OUR EYES
BY IAN CAMPBELL
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We enter an exhibition that declares
itself with the boldest of claims; it is
“The Art Gallery,” like a comic book
version of the familiar institution, the
exhibition is an all encompassing world
where LaRiviere acts as impresario,
revealing the lies and corruption
under the aesthetic curtain. We see
unconventional works arrayed in
conventional forms (inkjet “shopped”
parodies on canvas). We see complex
backstories in video installation form.
We see interrogations of artworks that
confirm our suspicions that there is
something else going on here.

the (oft times rotten) underlying and
inevitable political system.
To deconstruct one of the “paintings”
further, Operation Pollock is LaRiviere’s
take on the collusion of abstract
expressionism and mid century
American foreign policy as practiced by
the CIA. The painting superimposes the
CIA seal on Number 1, 1950 (Lavender
Mist) (1950) by
Jackson Pollock,
alluding to revelations regarding the
CIA’s early pledge to use culture as
a Cold War weapon, a secret history
exposed by aging former CIA agents
like Donald Jameson.1 The Agency’s
modus opperandi was to set up front
organizations like The Congress for
Cultural Freedom and the literary
magazine Encounter to funnel US
taxpayer money into publications and
exhibitions that promoted Abstract
Expressionism around the world. The
US intelligence community saw these
activities (carried out several times
removed from the unknowing artists
themselves) as a bulwark against
communism. They intended to present
the United States as a liberal society
of creative individuals able to pursue
their ideas unfettered by ideology.

LaRiviere’s “canvas bound” works, like
Kiefer Hut, Twilight of the Icons, Pure
Magic and Operation Pollock, take on
a strategically assembled group of
canonical twentieth-century works,
détourning them according to the
unspoken mantra of “serious fun.”
Whether it’s a literal defacement
of Warhol’s iconic Marilyn (with the
equally iconic copyright symbol) or
a fast food franchise sunk into the
soft earth of a freshly plowed Anselm
Kiefer landscape, the message is the
same: I can’t take these images without
digging into the surface to reveal
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In CIA parlance it was known as the
“long leash,” a way of controlling cultural
commodities and slowly modifying
perceptions: the post war shift of the
centre of the art world from Paris to New
York was perhaps one of the results of
the project.

the pony universe ensure a steady stream
of pony variations based on skin colour,
mane, accouterments (the battle armour
pictured here) and “cutie marks” the
official nomenclature for the identifying
tattoo on the pony’s hind quarters.2
The collision of memetic pop culture
(created by and for the groups of fans
bonded by common interests on the
internet) and high Canadian culture is
both puzzling and strange. The pony is a
phantasm, a mixture of anime flourish and
the kind of airbrushed majesty you might
see on the side of an especially tricked out
1970’s van. It is candy-coated, an angelic
burst of sugary sweetness in the brain. As
a result, the Harris painting becomes an
imaginary realm. Not the Canada of school
book covers, but a fantasy art image file
scrubbed of metadata. The two reference
points do not intersect naturally, but
they are inevitable in the world of digital
compositing and networked communities.
The thousands of monkeys are typing
and the sole artist is composing image
after image.

The sense of chipping away at history
has many facets in LaRiviere’s hands.
Sometimes it is as simple as the question
“how do we construct a joke?” Pure Magic
is a memetic cypher of a “painting” that
combines the the animated gif into the
theosophical painting. The underlying
layer (in photoshop parlance) for Pure
Magic is the Lawren Harris painting
Morning Light, Lake Superior (1927).
Harris’s membership in the Group of
Seven (the revered Canadian landscape
painters) makes him a suitable target
for LaRiviere’s punchy irreverence. The
creature overlaid in the top right corner of
the painting appears to be a My Little Pony
fitted with battle armor. The My Little Pony
line of toys and accompanying animated
tv show was a product of the 1980’s that
was transformed by dedicated fans and
online communities into a phenomenon
powered by endless visual memes and
the male fans known as “Bronies.” Fans of

TO BE CONTINUED ON PAGE 17..
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KIEFER HUT, 2011, DIGITAL PHOTO ON DIBOND
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. . CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
substantial signifiers collide as ephemeral
ghosts on the canvas. The canvas that
acts as a video projection screen is
stretched and primed in order to further
push the mirage of representation. The
reproduced painting bathes the room in
red light, a shade Rothko used continually
in his paintings, and which represented
the eternal battle with the abyss. In
contrast to his use of black, it was a kind
of membrane, to pull the viewer back
from the void. LaRiviere’s use of media
functions in a similar way.

SUDDEN DEATH / THROUGH A LARGE
GLASS DARKLY / AMERICAN SUBLIME
It would be impossible for LaRiviere
to fully illustrate the conspiratorial
tendrils of The Art Gallery without using
media’s most persuasive form: television.
Television is considered a powerful
device used by political systems to
enforce normative structures on society.
This representational power is satirized
through a variety of means, as these three
media pieces are set up on a spectrum:
from the visceral energy of American
Sublime, to the slapstick comedy of Sudden
Death to the almost period mechanization
of Through A Large Glass Darkly.

While the red hue could be seen as
intensifying the violence of the film, I
prefer to see it as a filter; a coloured lens
that fits over our primary representation
of the historical event. As history stacks
up representation upon representation,
we are deceived into thinking that history
is linear. We start to lose our sense of the
physical. Events become a flickering light
on a bit of film stock, or pixels flowing
through an LCD. Perhaps LaRiviere intends
to conflate the two so they become
insoluble, a fused set of circumstances.
He refers to the piece as a ’club sandwich’
of the sublime, both of which we must
admire as being of respective American
moments”.3 As Michel Foucault wrote,

For the installation of The Art Gallery at
Neutral Ground, the video piece American
Sublime was cordoned off by itself in
the intimate media gallery. This setting
allowed the viewer to see the singular
canvas illuminated solely by the intense
red light from the video projector. The
component parts of American Sublime are
elementary atoms of twentieth-century
culture public imagination: the Zapruder
Film (explicit evidence of the Kennedy
assassination) and the high modernism of
Untitled (1960) by Mark Rothko. These two
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“’Truth’ is linked in a circular relation with
systems of power which produce and
sustain it, and to effects of power which
it induces and which extend it. A regime
of truth.”4 I sure love me some Foucault!

Because of its instrumentation (Kodak
Ektagraphic Slide projectors and Dissolve
unit) it almost feels like a period piece,
creating a destabilizing effect that
photoshop, inkjet prints and video screens
cannot do. The work as a whole packages
a narrative for the viewer that portrays
the monetary transaction through a dry,
mechanical, documentary observation.
Duchamp himself resisted interpretation
by accompanying the work with a series
of sketches and writings called “The
Green Box,” designed to alienate the
viewer from any concrete understanding.
The beautiful, absurdist gesture of the
Large Glass, a work by arguably the
first conceptual artist, in the hands
of LaRivere’s mercenary money-men
becomes a mere commodity bystander.

Through A Large Glass Darkly is one of
the more enigmatic works. Preserving the
underlying theme of détourning great
works of art, this work makes use of the
famous Marcel Duchamp construction The
Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, Even
(1915-23) also called simply The Large
Glass. The original work is a cryptic field of
geometric characters in cyclical pseudosexual “toil”.
LaRiviere has assembled a near life-size
replica of the Duchamp original. For the
viewer, the Large Glass becomes a window
through which to see a pair of men in tidy
suits making some kind of agreement
(presumably financial) in what appears to
be a corporate lobby. The men are static,
but move by means of slowly changing
successive slides. A moderately loud
click accompanies the parade of images,
echoing the arrangements of mechanical
figures in the picture.

Sudden Death is a seventeen minute
video loop with a plot that plays out like a
comic book movie about unseen financial
interests that protect artworks because
they view paintings as high-value assets.
We observe a darkly lit command centre
carrying live video of high-value artworks
(or “elite commodities”) from museums
around the world. The only thing that
stands in the way of this calculated
destruction are two cookie-cutter security
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“...THE VIEWER IS LEFT TO
PONDER THE LIFE CYCLE
OF THE WORKS OF ART
THAT SOCIETY BRANDS
AS “MASTERPIECES...”
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drones who patrol the world’s great
artworks from their comfort controlled
Cayman Island’s facility.

part). It sits around for years, centuries,
even and slowly turns from example to
canon. Historians write about it and the
public visits the museum/shrines. It is
reproduced on napkins and tote-bags and
eventually a Russian oligarch or Japanese
shipping conglomerate purchases it for
more money than a developing country’s
GDP.

The narrative reveals that an unknown
and mysterious hacker group is out to
destroy these expensive art commodities
and does so one by one, the closed circuit
screens shattering and enormous losses
flashing on the screen. By the end, the
impotent security guards are bound by
protocols to send an “ignition signal”
through the system, spitefully destroying
all the works of art at once.

There is a long tradition of artists
protesting this economic historicizing
of art in our culture. The Dadaists, the
original anti-art movement, sought to
destabilize our relation to art through
actions and exhibitions directly opposed
to the European bourgeoisie.5 Marcel
Duchamp’s LHOOQ (1919) , an objet
trouvé consisting of a postcard of the
Mona Lisa the artist has modified with a
gender-bending moustache, transforms
the serious, culturally critical intent of the
work with humour. LaRiviere finds himself
engaged in a similar position, nearly a
hundred years on, to deflate the puffery
of art-world snobbishness, intellectual
posturing and the banal tastes of the
public at large.

The artworks themselves are given almost
biological qualities. A painting by Titian
explodes and nothing is left but shreds
and the smell of excrement. Consequently,
the viewer is left to ponder the life cycle
of the works of art that society brands
as “Masterpieces.” At the beginning it’s
just a notion in the mind of the artist.
There are struggles (economic, personal,
psychological) to bring the vision into the
physical world. It is made material through
the mastery of traditional skills that take
years to hone. The work is introduced
to the public, where it is sometimes
derided or ignored, and sometimes
celebrated (no one can really predict this
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Sudden Death describes the unfortunate
and ultimate consequences of art’s
commodification. The viewer takes on
the persona of the helpless bystander,
merely observing the system from afar.
We can’t participate in this system.
It is run by hedge-fund managers
and corporations who are nearly as
mysterious to the average person
as the shadowy hackers that skulk
around the command centre view
screens. The public is only allowed to
see these precious works of art by the
good graces of their moneyed owners.
They know that the aura of the original
work of art is worth a great deal of
money, that the marketing of the image
through reproduction multiplies that
sum, transforming a bit of canvas and
paint into a money making machine.

his artworks. This is his slap in the
face to the murky, cowardly forces
that try to constrain our agency as
artists, our will to communicate, and
our humanism. His work rails against
the preciousness of late modernism
and its transformation of gesture into
commodity. LaRiviere takes up the
tools of the provocateur, the paste up
artist, the cultural insurgent, and gives
us an antidote in a visual manifesto.

ENDNOTES
1.h ttp://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/
modern-art-was-cia-weapon-1578808.html
2
Although the author searched numerous
databases that cross reference identifying pony
markings, he was unable to track down the
specific identity of the individual pictured.

The hacker characters who bring
down the house of cards are Dadaist
tricksters whose goal is to hinder the
system or at least remove the power
that capital has over these works. In a
similar vein, LaRiviere seeks to inject
the serious fun of exploring these
systems and critiquing them through

3. David LaRiviere, https://vimeo.com/73916424.
4 Foucault, Michel, Power/Knowledge Selected
Interviews and Other Writings 1972-1977 ed.
Gordon, Colin (1980) Pantheon, New York (P.133)
5 Huelsenbeck, Richard .(1922) EN AVANT
DADA from The Dada Painters And Poets ed.
Motherwell,R. (1951) George Wittenborn Inc, New
York. (P.44)
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The “Art Gallery” is home to diverse precious objects, collected and
mounted with painstaking care. We commonly understand that the work is
presented as such because it is deserving of a privileged consideration,
a special kind of reflection that is superior to the casual attention paid
to crass advertising and the noisy, nonsensical, fantastic, pornographic
pallor that otherwise permeates our media environment. For inside of
the would-be sanctuary of the “Art Gallery” we run near and far from the
alleged model, finding there an array of iconic representations, fashion
statements, elite commodities, political gambits, florid decoration, refined
sensibility, escape, critical engagement, passion, propaganda, aesthetic
sensitivity, compulsion, misinformation, conviction, affirmation, multiplicities
and ambiguities.
David LaRiviere received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the
University of Alberta in 1989 and an MA Fine Art degree from Goldsmiths
College, University of London in London in 1996. Since 2008 he has
worked as the Artistic Director of PAVED Arts in Saskatoon.
PRESS
“The Art Gallery is about fracturing the experience of visiting an art gallery,
where the mere presence of an object confirms its status as sacred. After
conceding that he is as susceptible to the towering weight of canon
and history as anybody, LaRiviere pauses. “I like to think of the work as
problematizing,” he says. “It’s a verb. An action word. We’re engaged
and the problem is ongoing.”
–Alex Macpherson, Verb Magazine, July 2013.

